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Headline Inflation Declines Marginally to 16.1% in June  

 Year-on-Year headline inflation declined for the fifth consecutive month to 16.1% in 

June from 16.25% in May, in line with the FDC Think Tank’s forecast. As anticipated, 

exchange rate gains and waning base year effects drove year-on-year price 

movements. We expect further weakness in the influence of base year effect on 

inflation dynamics in the coming months. Therefore structural factors are likely to drive 

inflation. The harvest season is fast approaching and as such price increases as a 

result of seasonality are expected to ease.  

 

Oil Update: Nigeria and Libya Increased production 

 Nigeria and Libya have been invited to a meeting in St Petersburg along with other 

major OPEC and non-OPEC producers to discuss the possibility of a production cap. 

Nigeria’s oil minister, Kachikwu  Ibe, has confirmed that the country is willing to 

comply with any demands for a production cut. Combined, Libya and Nigeria account 

for approximately 3% of global production. Thus, their ability to sway the market price 

is slim, making the impact of a production cap negligible.  

 

‘Nigeria will continue to borrow internationally’- Finance Minister 

 Nigeria’s Finance Minister, Kemi Adeosun has released a statement saying that 

Nigeria will continue to borrow. Borrowed  funds will be channeled into infrastructure 

development and the implementation of the Economic Recovery and Growth Plan 

(ERGP). Nigeria’s total debt to GDP ratio reached 18.6% at the end of 2016, the IMF 

expects this figure to rise to 24.1% by 2018. There is a risk of a rise in this figure, 

should the naira depreciate further in the future. 

 

 

THE HIGHLIGHTS 
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 Moody’s Assigns Dangote Cement Ba3 Rating 

 Moody’s Investors Service assigned a Ba3 corporate family rating, Ba-3PD probability 

of default rating and Aaa.ng national scale rating to Dangote Cement Plc. The outlook 

on the rating is stable. With a rating of Ba3, Dangote Cement is three levels below 

investment grade, but one notch above the Federal Government’s long term rating of 

B1.  

 

Etisalat Changes Name to 9Mobile 

 Etisalat Nigeria has announced a change of name to 9Mobile, as the bankrupt 

company begins its rebranding process. This is coming after Etisalat  Abu Dhabi 

announced its withdrawal from the Nigerian market, following a meeting with its 

Nigerian subsidiary, the Central bank of Nigeria and the Nigerian Communications 

Commission to discuss the restructuring of a $1.2bn debt default. Provided the 

management would wade the storm wisely and encourage customers to remain loyal, 

the rebranding of the Etisalat should have little impact on its market share. 

 

Burberry Sales Beat Estimates Under New CEO 

 Burberry reported a 4% increase in like-for-like sales, double the expected increase in 

Q1 under new CEO, Marco Gobbetti. This was aided by a rebound in Chinese 

demand and good UK market performance. The recovery of China’s consumer 

confidence helped the rebound in Chinese demand although the U.K market 

experienced slow growth due to its exit from the EU in 2016.  

 

Power Output Rises (Review Period: June 29th – July 17th)   

 Power output closed 6.67% lower at 3,258MWh/h on July 17th compared to 

3,491MWh/h on June 29th. Output stayed above 3,000MWh/h during the period, 

averaging 3,403.84MWh/h. Total constraint fell to 2580MW on July 17th, from 

2,678.9MW on June 29th. The sector lost approximately N23.68 billion during the 

review period. Generation was largely hampered by line constraints at Ibom, Gbarain 

NIPP and Olorunsogo I. Also, the loss of DisCo feeders in most of the gas power 

stations remains a significant constraint to output.  
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Senate Passes Bill on Compulsory Treatment of Gunshot Victims 

 The National Assembly has passed a bill making it compulsory for medical personnel 

to treat and care for gunshot victims. The bill was passed to prevent the unnecessary 

loss of lives and on the basis that not every victim is a criminal.  

 Accordingly, every hospital (public/private) is expected to treat the victims irrespective 

of the cause of the shooting and without police clearance, leaving judgement to the 

criminal justice system. These hospitals in return are not permitted to refuse 

immediate and adequate treatment whether or not money deposits have been paid. 

Any action done otherwise will be considered a criminal offense, which the hospital 

can be prosecuted for. 
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Burberry Sales Beat Estimates Under New CEO 

 Burberry reported a 4% increase in like-for-like sales, 

double the expected increase in Q1 under new CEO, 

Marco Gobbetti. This was aided by a rebound in Chinese 

demand and good UK market performance.  

 The recovery of China’s consumer confidence helped the 

rebound in Chinese demand although the U.K market 

experienced slow growth due to its exit from the EU in 

2016.  

 Revenue increased by 3% to £478 million, above 

analyst’s estimates of £471 million. This was due to the 

boost in sales, which put its stock on top of the FTSE 

100 index on July 12th; the share price was up 2.8% at 

£16.24p. 

 Burberry’s business in U.S, however, performed poorly with a low single digit decline. 

Burberry aims to boost prices and improve its image in the U.S by withdrawing its 

department stores in non-premium locations and cutting down clearance periods. 

Snapchat Sinks Below IPO Price for the First Time  

 The stock of Snap, the parent company of 

Snapchat, slipped 8.9% to an all-time low in a 

heavy trading volume, closing at $15.47.This is 

below its IPO price of $17 roughly four months after 

it went public in March. The shares ended the first 

day of trading on March 2 to $24.48, up 44%. The 

stock also hit a high of $29.44 on March 3.  

 The poor stock performance can be linked to the 

analyst report from Morgan Stanley, as one of the lead underwriters on Snap’s IPO 

downgraded the company from overweight to equal weight. 

SOCIAL CORNER 
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 The bank also slashed the price target from $28 per share to $16 per share. Implying 

that all investors who bought the message app company’s stocks have officially made 

losses. 

 Credit Suisse also reversed its bullish rating on Snap’s stock -  slashing the target 

price from $30 to $25. The bank cited that approximately 711 million shares or 60% of 

all Snap stocks could be sold when the lock-up expires. 

 Investors also doubt Snapchat’s ability to grow and attract paid advertising. Stocks 

continue to tumble as Wall Street is concerned of a possible dunping of its stocks later 

in the month. 

Google will Stop Scanning Personal Emails 

 Google is dropping one of the most 

controversial advertising formats: scanning 

user email contents for targeting advertising 

purposes. The decision was attributed to 

gains the business has made recently. Over 

the past year its G-suite has more than 

doubled in size to 3 million paying corporate 

customers, who are not subject to the 

scanning process.  

 Ads will continue to appear in the free version of Gmail, as promoted messages. But 

instead of scanning a user’s email, the ads will now be targeted with other personal 

information Google already pulls from sources such as the search bar and YouTube.  

 Gmail is the world’s most widely used email provider, with over 1.2 billion users. The 

policy change represents a major step forward for online privacy, said Marc 

Rotenberg, executive director of the Electronic Privacy Information Center, which has 

challenged the Google practice several times in court. 

 It's not likely that the new privacy objective will impede Google's ability to generate 

revenue, said Jim McGregor, principal analyst at Tirias Research. As it tries to build its 

enterprise business, Google has recognized it must abandon this tactic to remain 

competitive with other enterprises and collaboration alternatives, such as Microsoft 

Office 365.  

 

 

http://www.tiriasresearch.com/
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Trump Administration Delays Obama’s International Enterpreneur Visa Rule  

 In the latest effort to tighten immigration flows, the Trump administration plans to delay 

or possibly eliminate the International Entrepreneur rule that would let foreign 

entrepreneurs start-up companies 

in the U.S.  

 The Obama-era rule was 

announced in January 2017 and is 

expected to take effect on July 

2017.  

 However, a memo issued by the 

Department of Homeland Security 

on Monday 10th May postponed the 

launch to March 14, 2018. 

 The decision to postpone the rule 

came after Trump signed an executive order to improve border security and 

immigration enforcements on Jan 25, shortly after his inauguration. 

 Finalized during the last days of the Obama administration, the policy would allow 

non-U.S. citizens who received significant financial backing to start up new business 

ventures  to stay in the U.S temporarily for a renewable 30-month term if certain 

criteria were met. 

 To be eligible, entrepreneurs had to show evidence of raising over $250,000 from 

established venture capitalists for their business or over $100,000 in government 

grants.     

 The Department of Homeland Security reported that approximately 3,000 

entrepreneurs would be qualified to enter the US annually under the rule. 

World Leaders Meet at G20 Summit 

 The 12th edition of the G20 (Group of 20) summit took place in Hamburg Germany 

with a theme of “Shaping an interconnected world”. The G20 leaders adopted a 

declaration focusing on sharing the benefits of globalization, building resilience, 

improving sustainable livelihood and assuming responsibility. 

 An action plan to enhance counter-terrorism cooperation and tackle foreign terrorist 

fighters was also adopted.  
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 Some of the biggest topics discussed were climate change, security, trade and 

migration. 

 Ahead of the summit, hundreds of activists dressed as zombies in a “Welcome to hell” 

demonstration, to protest against the G20 summit. 

 The G20 is an international meeting between Presidents, Prime Ministers, Finance 

Ministers and Central Bank Governors from leading economies. 

 The member countries include: Germany, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, 

France, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, 

South Korea, Turkey, UK and the US. 
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Headline Inflation Declines Marginally to 16.1% in June  

 In line with FDC Think Tank’s forecast, inflation in June slipped for the fifth 

consecutive month to 16.1% from 16.25% in May. This slight decline of 0.15% is 

marginal relative to the steep drop of 0.99% recorded in May.  

 As anticipated, exchange rate gains and waning base year effects drove year-on-year 

price movements. The influence of base year effects as a driving force for inflationary 

movement was less significant in June. 

 The largest contributions to the year-on-year headline rate were sub-categories, meat, 

fish, bread and cereals, potatoes, yam and other tubers (food basket – less exchange 

rate sensitive) and solid and liquid fuels, garments and clothing materials (non-food 

basket – more exchange rate sensitive). 

 Month-on-Month inflation declined to 1.58% (20.69% annualized) relative to 1.88% 

recorded in the previous month.  

 This illustrates the relative stability in the retail market and increased activity in the 

manufacturing sector. Increased output is also encouraging relatively stable prices.  

 

Analysis & Outlook 

 The core sub-index declined for the eighth consecutive month by 50bps to 12.5% from 

13% the previous month.  

 Diesel prices were much lower in the review period, trading lower at an average of 

N160/ltr from N170/ltr the previous month.  

 The highest increases in the core index were recorded in clothing materials, energy, 

motor transport, air transport, wines and spirits. 

 The food basket rose to 19.91% from 19.27% year-on-year in the month of May. Major 

contributors to the increase in price level included meat, fish, bread and cereals, 

potatoes, yam and other tubers.  

TOP STORIES 
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 Imported food inflation declined by 110bps in the month of June to 13.14% from 

14.24% in the previous period, illustrating the impact of exchange rate gains in the 

market. 

 We expect further weakness in the influence of base year effect on inflation dynamics 

in the coming months. Therefore structural factors are likely to drive inflation.  

 These structural factors include the interest rate environment, investment appetite, 

international energy prices etc. 

 Exchange rate gains will remain a causal factor in the extent to which inflation will 

increase.  

 The harvest season is fast approaching and as such price increases as a result of 

seasonality are expected to ease.  

 

Oil Update: Nigeria and Libya Increase Production 

 Nigeria and Libya have been invited to a meeting in St Petersburg along with other 

major OPEC and non-OPEC producers. The meeting is scheduled to hold on July 

24th.  

 Libya’s oil output grew exponentially in the first half of 2017. Oil production for June is 

estimated at 1.01mbpd- the highest level in four years, 46% higher than May’s figure 

(730,000bpd) and 60.3% more than January’s level (630,000bpd). 

 Meanwhile, Nigeria recorded a more moderate boost in oil production to 1.8mbpd in 

June. This is a month-on-month increase of 7.14%, and a YTD increase of 16.13%. 

The gains have been driven by peace and social/political stability.  

 According to Mr. Almarzooq, Chairman of the Committee monitoring compliance of the 

production cuts, Nigeria and Libya will be asked to immediately cap current levels 

should production continue to trend upwards. 

 Nigeria’s oil minister, Kachikwu  Ibe, has confirmed that the country is willing to 

comply with any demands for a production cut. If implemented, a production cap is 

likely to be placed at 1.8mbpd. 

Analysis & Outlook 

 It is too early to tell if the respective countries can maintain their production levels, as 

they engage and combat civil unrest and militancy. There is a probability that 

production in either country could easily lapse again. 
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 Combined, Libya and Nigeria account for approximately 3% of global production. 

Thus, their ability to sway the market is slim, making the impact of a production cap 

negligible.  

 For Nigeria, a production cap will mean constrained fiscal revenue, which will have 

implications on the government’s recovery plan. 

 The oil market is expected to continue to face oversupply challenges as the US, which 

accounts for 15.1% of the global production, continues to ramp up production. This will 

dampen the efforts of OPEC’s production deals. 

 

 ‘Nigeria will continue to borrow internationally’- Finance Minister 

 Nigeria’s Finance Minister, Kemi Adeosun has released a statement saying that 

Nigeria will continue to borrow. Borrowed  funds will be channeled into infrastructure 

development and the implementation of the Economic Recovery and Growth Plan 

(ERGP). 

 This clarifies reports that claimed the Minister called for a halt on foreign borrowings, 

insisting that funds be generated locally through domestic debt and mobilizing of 

revenue. 

 Meanwhile, dollar debts will start to mature from 2018 and the country’s debt office 

plans to make repayments and service its debts over a 10-year period with $483.4 

million. Projected debt service repayments are to be made in 2018, 2021 and 2023 

totaling $4.47 billion. 

Analysis & Outlook 

Nigeria’s total debt to GDP ratio reached 18.6% at the end of 2016, the IMF expects this 

figure to rise to 24.1% by 2018. There is a risk of a rise in thisfigure, should the naira 

depreciate further in the future. If the authorites choose to source  locally for funds, the 

MPC might be pressured to reduce rates in the short to medium term.  

Moody’s Assigns Dangote Cement Ba3 rating 

 Moody’s Investors Service assigned a Ba3 corporate family rating, probability of 

default rating and Aaa.ng national scale rating. The outlook on the rating is stable. 
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 On the global scale, with a rating of Ba3, Dangote Cement is three levels below 

investment grade i.e. obligations are speculative and subject to substantial credit risk.  

 Yet, the rating of Ba3 places Dangote one notch above the Federal government 

whose long-term debt was rated B1 last year. According to Moody’s, this reflects the 

company’s independent credit profile and track record. Thus, on the national level, 

Dangote Cement was assigned a rating of Aaa.ng, implying that the company has 

demonstrated the strongest creditworthiness compared to other domestic issuers. 

Analysis & Outlook 

 Dangote Cement is the most capitalized stock on the NSE. With a market 

capitalization of N3.4trn, the stock contributes 30.86% of the NSE’s total market 

capitalization.  

 Meanwhile, as part of its expansion plan, the conglomerate plans to invest $4.6bn in 

sugar, rice and dairy production over the next three years.  

 

Etisalat Changes Name to 9Mobile 

 Etisalat Nigeria has announced a change of name to 9Mobile, as the bankrupt 

company begins its rebranding process.  

 This is coming after Etisalat Abu Dhabi announced its withdrawal from the Nigerian 

market, following a meeting with its Nigerian subsidiary, the Central bank of Nigeria 

and the Nigerian Communications Commission to discuss the restructuring of a 

$1.2bn debt default. The UAE company owns a 44% stake in Etisalat Nigeria, while 

the remaining equity is owned by 13 bank lenders. 

 Etisalat Nigeria was instructed to phase out the Etisalat brand by August. The Abu 

Dhabi headquarters might provide technical support to the Nigerian firm in the short to 

medium term. 

 The CBN had earlier appointed Dr. Joseph Nnana, Deputy Governor of the apex bank, 

as Chairman of Etisalat (now 9Mobile) - replacing his predecessor of nine years, 

Hakeem Belo-Osagie. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chief Financial Officer 

were also replaced by Boye Olusanya and Funke Ighodaro respectively. The new 

management intends to raise capital for 9Mobile, while boosting the company’s 

profitability. 
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Analysis & Outlook 

 Etisalat entered the Nigerian market in 2008. Despite being the last entrant of the four 

mobile operators, the network grew rapidly to a subscriber base of 20 million people 

as of 2016: 14% of total market share. 

 Thus, the success of the company has significant implications for Nigeria, which is 

why regulators have intervened. The network employs approximately 3000 people 

nationwide, but also contributes to productivity and social communication. 

 From Econet to Airtel, Nigeria’s third largest network has been rebranded/acquired 5 

times, so this process is not novel. Provided the management would wade the storms 

wisely and encourage customers to remain loyal, the rebranding of the Etisalat should 

have little impact on its market share. 
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BUSINESS UPDATE (Review Period:  June  

29
th

 – July 18
th

 2017) 

SOURCE: CBN, FDC Think Tank, FMDQ 

The Forex Market 

 At the parallel market, the naira:   

 Appreciated by 0.81% during the review period to close at N 367/$ on July 18th, from 

N 370/$ on June 29th. 

o Depreciated by 1.7% against the pound to close at N473/£ on July 18th, from N465/£ on 

June 29th. 

 At the interbank market, the naira lost 2.97%, closing at N315.50/$ on July 18th. from N306.40/$ 

 The IEFX rate appreciated by 1.22% to N363.57 /$  on July 18th from N368/$ 

 External reserves gained 0.4% (130m) during the period, to close at $30.36bn on July 11th. 

o The import cover rose to 6.8 months from 6.77 months on June 29th. 

o We expect a further slowdown in the pace of accretion of external reserves, as forward 

contracts mature, and oil prices remain below $50pb. 
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 Short-term interbank interest rates (OBB, 

O/N) rose by 100bps and 109bps 

respectively in the review period. 

o OBB closed at 5%pa, while O/N 

closed at 5.67% pa on July 18th. 

o Rates remained volatile in the period 

reaching a period high of 79.5% 

(avg) 

  Yields on T-bills investments in the primary 

market have increased during the period. 

 91-day: 13.97%; 182-day: 19.17%  

o Rates have increased by 0.24% 

(avg) in so far in July 

 

 

 

 

The Money Market 

 

 

The Stock Market 

 The Nigerian Stock Exchange All Share 

Index (NSE ASI) market gained  0.5% to 

33,436.61 pts on July 18th compared to 

33.269.84 pts on June 29th  

 The bulls resurfaced on the back of 

increased buy interest in heavyweight 

stocks. 

 Total market capitalization closed at 

N11.52trn on July 18th, a 0.17% higher 

from N11.5trn on June 29th.  
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The Commodities Market 

 
 Brent crude price gained 2.64% to $48.67pb on July 18th from $47.42pb in the review 

period. 

o Despite the uptick in crude futures, market sentiments remained bearish due to the 

supply glut heightened by the additional 300,000bpd from Nigeria and Libya.  

o Nonetheless, the market reacted positively to a lower than expected 8.1mbpd 

drawdown in US inventory. 

 Natural gas rose 1.32% to $3.08/mmbtu from $3.04/mmbtu in the review period 

 Wheat prices gained 2.57% to $5.08/bushel from $4.96/bushel 

o Prices surged on fears of US droughts and crop concerns 

 Corn price also closed higher by 3.45% to $3.82/bushel from $3.69/bushel 

o Prices started the week off higher due to harsh weather conditions 

 Sugar prices up 3.41% to $0.1396/pound from $0.1350/pound in the review period. 

o Due to robust demand from ice-cream and soft drink makers  

 Cocoa prices closed higher by 2.63% to $1,910/mt from $1,861/mt in the review period.   
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UNITY BANK TAKES UNILAG  

 

 

UNITY BANK NEWS 
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LIFESTYLE 

Luxury Brands Turn to Africa- Culled from thisisafricaonline.com1 

Despite high inequality, South Africa has long been considered a bastion of wealth in 

Africa. Luxury brands see it as an established market for high-end goods. 

As wealth outside of South Africa grows, fashion houses and other luxury producers are 

looking to reach this largely untapped market. 

But while high-end consumers tend to be more resilient to economic shocks than most, 

the slowdown in emerging markets is being felt by luxury retailers globally. Analysts 

predict a corresponding slowdown of expansion into African markets. 

“Despite the resilience of millionaires, recent economic issues have definitely been felt in 

the luxury sector, particularly apparel and clothing brands,” says Andrew Amoils, 

analyst at New World Wealth. 

Although many stand-alone designer stores have opened in African capitals over the 

past few years, “this trend will probably tail off over the next year due to the downturn,” 

he adds. 

It should not come as a surprise that luxury retailers have increased their outlets in 

Africa. There are now around 16,000 millionaires in Nigeria, 50,000 in South Africa 

and 6,500 in Angola. Other markets are expected to expand, with Côte D’Ivoire 

projected to see the fastest growth of high net worth individuals. 

“There are roughly 160,000 millionaires living across Africa, with combined wealth just 

short of $700bn, and they are extremely keen to spend it,” said Jeremy Nel, Managing 

Director of South African-based luxury marketing firm Luxury Brands. These high net 

worth individuals generally travel extensively and visit luxury shopping hotspots in 

London and New York, he adds. 

 

                                                           
1
 Available at <http://www.thisisafricaonline.com/News/Luxury-brands-turn-to-Africa?ct=true> 
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New millionaires 

These new millionaires are responsible for luxury retail sales in Africa reaching $4bn in 

2014, according to Euromonitor. It is still the world’s smallest least developed luxury 

market, but is projected to grow by 31% by 2019. The economic downturn may crimp 

this forecast. 

Cultural factors are also helping drive sales of luxury goods. Heavily branded, so-called 

‘blinged-up’ goods are big sellers in markets like Nigeria due to the high social status 

these goods convey. 

The region’s big luxury markets correspond with major commodities exporters who have 

been hard hit by the downturn in prices. Oil, for instance, is currently hovering around 

$48 a barrel. 

Nigeria and Angola, which both see petroleum making up more than 90% of their exports 

by revenue, are highly sensitive to shocks in commodity prices. The IMF cut its growth 

forecast for sub-Saharan Africa to 4.25% for 2015.  

South Africa remains the undisputed regional 

luxury leader. Johannesburg’s Diamond 

Walk at Sandton City Mall is home to 11 

high-end boutiques, including Burberry, 

Louis Vuitton, Dolce & Gabbana and Jimmy 

Choo. Italian menswear brand Ermenegildo 

Zegna became the first high-end fashion 

house to enter Nigeria’s capital city of 

Lagos in 2013.  

An exclusive luxury shopping centre, called the ‘Sky Gallery’, is under construction in 

Angola’s capital city of Luanda. Prada, Gucci, Armani and Hugo Boss are some of the 

brands that are expected to open their first Angola stores at this location. 

According to a 2014 report from UK-based consultancy, New World Wealth, the number 

of African millionaires has grown by 150% between 2000 to 2013, far higher than the 

73% rate recorded worldwide during the same period. 
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While there are questions as to how solid the consumer base for upscale goods is in the 

region, there are also advantages for companies that get into the market early. 

“When it comes to luxury you have to consider the long-term potential,” says Hana Ben-

Shabat, partner at management consulting firm A.T. Kearney Luxury. “Many luxury 

brands entered China years before the consumer was there, [but] they invested in 

building the brand, and reaped the benefits later.” 

Unique challenges 

Operating in Africa brings unique challenges for luxury retailers. According to Ms Ben-

Shabat, most capitals in the region still lack readily available ‘luxury space’ for 

retailers. “Brands are looking for an exclusive environment to display their goods, and 

in the absence of that will hesitate or wait for those luxury malls to develop,” she says. 

Decisions to open outlets in sub-Saharan Africa are primarily governed by the brand’s 

strategy. Labels that take the ‘first mover’ approach, such as Ermenegildo Zegna, are 

willing to enter riskier consumer environments for the opportunity to establish their 

brand. Other luxury houses, including Hermès, take a more cautious approach. 

Infrastructure is also a problem. Fflur Roberts, head of luxury goods at Euromonitor 

International, points to Ethiopia as an example. Though it is one of the most dynamic 

economies in the world with average annual growth rates of more than 10%, only 34% 

of roads are paved. 

Still, companies often find creative solutions. “Distributional challenges are being 

overcome with businesses using micro-distributors and undertaking their own 

deliveries in order to overcome any ‘last-mile’ challenges,” she says. 

Political turmoil also negatively impacts the growth of luxury markets, as can high import 

taxes on luxury goods, cumbersome export logistics and currency devaluations. 

Africa is still a small market for luxury brands, but as wealth increases that narrative 

continues to change. Still, much more must be done before luxury outlets in the region 

become ubiquitous. 
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Family Ties- Culled from Werte by Deutsche Bank2 

Salvatore Ferragamo is the shoemaker to the stars 

and one of the last Italian luxury goods companies 

in family hands. Today, the grandchildren of the 

eponymous founder are taking the family business 

to new heights in an increasingly competitive 

global retail arena.  

Ultimately, the story of the Ferragamos has all the 

elements of a classic Italian family saga: a 

fabulous rise to success, tragic misfortune, tension between business and the 

personal, the tide of world events and transformation. It’s also a tale stretching from 

Italy at the time of massive emigration to the globalization of the present day.  

It stars a self-made Italian genius, the eleventh of fourteen children born to poor farmers; 

a resolute matriarch; six children; 23 grandchildren; any number of Hollywood 

princesses; a palace in Florence; two world wars; various global economic crises – 

and all without the venom and scandals of some of Italy’s other business dynasties.  

Today the Ferragamo clan rules an empire with a market capitalization of more than $4 

billion. Listed on the Milan Stock Exchange since 2011, the company produces shoes, 

bags, dresses, ties, scarves, key chains, perfume, sunglasses, watches and jewellery. 

It’s also one of the Italian luxury brands not to have been swallowed up by a foreign 

luxury goods conglomerate, with 70% still owned by the family.  

The family focused on diversification early on and invested in other luxury sectors, so 

that the Ferragamo descendants needn’t worry about a lack of options outside the 

company. Investments range from vineyards and hotels to shipbuilders and ports. 

Ferruccio bought an entire Tuscan village, Il Borro, including the castle, and 

transformed it into a luxury holiday resort. His brother Massimo Ferragamo, 59, is the 

owner of the Castiglion del Bosco vineyard, which produces prize-winning wines and 

has accommodation for guests. Sixty-three-year-old Leonardo Ferragamo, a keen 

                                                           
2
 This document has been abridged; full text available in Print Edition; Werte (No 5.2017, pg 25-29) 
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sailor, has made his passions for yachting and tourism a reality with shipbuilders 

Nautor’s Swan and hotel company, the Lungarno Collection.  

The wider Ferragamo clan counts almost 100 members today. And the matriarch, Wanda 

Ferragamo now 95 years old, still personally writes everyone’s birthday cards.  

In the world of luxury brands, Ferragamo is what’s known in Italy as a ‘white fly’, because 

the family still owns the majority of the company and is famous for its sustainability, 

not scandals. Ferragamo also takes ‘Made in Italy’, the distinctive nation brand first 

developed in the 1950s, literally; working with a network of Italian suppliers from 

Campania, Tuscany and Lombardy. More than 14 factories produce exclusively for 

Ferragamo.  

Despite these long-standings, Ferruccio 

doesn’t see a problem with Italian luxury 

brands being foreign-owned. “Above all, it’s 

important that production is kept in Italy,” he 

says, “That jobs are kept in Italy.” Keeping 

these jobs in the country would certainly 

appear to be one way to preserve the 

Italian high-quality workmanship that the 

brand is famous for. “We’re attached to Italy. Perhaps its also thanks to our family that 

we are still one hundred percent ‘Made in Italy’ today,” he says. “One firm has been 

working for Ferragamo for 58 years.”  

Today Ferragamo is present in over 90 countries. “The markets are unchanging. For a 

time, our largest market was America, then Japan and China followed. Today it’s more 

balanced between Europe, America and Asia,” says Ferruccio. “We always endeavour 

to get a foothold in a company early on – we want to be the first. We’ve launched in 

Vietnam, a very interesting market.” And as far as the markets of the future are 

concerned, Ferragamo’s optimism knows no bounds. “We want to be the number one. 

We’re not pointing at the moon, we want to be the first ones there,” he says. 
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Would you like to open an account with us? 

Kindly direct all account opening enquiries to: 

Nosakhare Omoigui 

08078148762, 08160956889 

nomoigui@unitybankng.com 

For all other enquiries, contact: 

Phone number: 07080666000 / 07057323225-30 

Email address: we_care@unitybankng.com 

Website: www.unitybankng.com 

Address 

Unity Bank Plc 

Plot 42, Ahmed Onibudo Street 

Victoria Island 

Lagos 

 

 

 

 

 IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER: This commentary has been prepared by UNITY BANK. Opinions and any other content including data and market 

commentary in this document are provided by us for personal use and informational purposes only. Nothing contained in this document constitutes 

investment, legal, tax or other advice and is not to be relied on in making an investment or other decision. Any pricing included in this communication is 

indicative and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The information contained herein has been 

obtained from sources believed to be reliable but UNITY BANK does not represent or warrant that it is accurate and complete. Neither UNITY BANK, nor 

any officer or employee thereof accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of  this publication or its 

contents. Any securities recommendations made herein may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is no guarantee of future returns. Any 

modelling or back-testing data contained in this document is not intended to be a statement as to future performance. UNITY BANK is incorporated as a 

public limited liability company in Nigeria and is regulated by the central bank of Nigeria (CBN)  

 

Connect with us on Social Media: 

@UnityBankPlc 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
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